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“ ...And all was 
golden and full 
of warmth... ““Golden” - Helen Steiner-Rice
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Problem Insight & Design Question
Many young adults today experience levels of anxiety that sometimes divulge into 
panic attacks. While traditional medicine has been the norm for treating illness and 
ailments, in recent decades a popular interest in hollistic treatment methods has been 
on the rise. Its a much more cost effective, homeopathic, gentle, and more personal 
approach to treat ailments with plant based medicine and techniques rooted in ancient 
practices such as meditation. While older generations predominantly use traditional 
hospitals and treatment, younger generations are turning to hollistic treatment due to 
exorbitant medical fees, mistrust of the chemicals going into synthetic medicines, and 
fear of judgement and being commited. Apps have offered a great outlet for calming 
anxiety in general, but not in a direct approach - especially for panic attacks.

Which leads me to my design question:

How can I use graphic illustration in a user experience based outlet that 
would help to calm panic attacks directly in young adults?
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Objective & Vision
Apps offer a brilliant way for young adults to personally manage their anxiety; although for 
managing panic attacks, there are next to no apps available. Apps that are available cost a 
small fortune in upgrades to use efficiently.  A small amount of the anxiety suffering population 
experience panic attacks, and feel that it is unfair that there are apps that manage general 
anxiety, but hardly none for panic attacks. My goal is to design an app that uses color and 
sound in a story format to directly bring someone out of a panic attack. The app would 
feature a very simple interface that would be cost-free to enable accessibility to all people.
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Competitive Analysis
Breathe App
Utilizes the Apple Watch to interact with an individual to remind them to take a 
breathe with guided meditation and a calming colored animation in time increments. 
People report confusion in how to use the app effectively with their watch. 
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Headspace App
An app geared towards guided meditation to induce sleep and to calm down 
a restless mind. It uses adorable illustrations and questions to customize your 
experience based on your mood. Customers report high satisfaction, but it is 
VERY expensive and can only be used with a subscription after a trial period. 

Root’d App
Geared to help with panic attcks head on or to just give someone comfort during a 
rough time. It uses a prompt system to get a feel for the user and to determine how to 
treat the them. It also gives helpful tips and hints to manage anxiety. Offers guided 
meditation. This app also features a subscription based plan after a trial period.
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Logo Conception
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Story Conception
The idea of Luna began with inspiration from a poem. 
“Golden” by Helen Steiner-Rice tells the story of a boy 
who would see golden flickers every sunrise on the 
opposite of the valley where he lived, so one day he 
decides to journey to the opposite side of the valley to see 
the golden flickers for himself. I’ve introduced the main 
character Ravienne as a creature that live in a world that 
is constantly night, and she has no concept of the sun. She 
hears rumors and stories and one day decides to journey 
to see the sun. She crosses over many landscapes to find 
it, and when she does, she is overcome by its beauty. 

The digital illustrations will feature animated elements 
to make the scene feel alive as the reader goes on with 
the story to keep their minds engaged in a calm state.
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My installation will consist of a 3 foot decal by 303 Graphics that will 
go on the wall centered on a 4ft shelf space alongside a 10” mounted 
and secured ipad that will feature my interactive story app. The power 
will be taped into place by gaffer tape in order to mask the appearance 
and then come behind the ipad and be secured into place with gaffer 
tape as well. I will also feature a selection of enamel trinkets with the logo 
of the exhibition along with a setup of business cards in a holder.

Installation Summary
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So what’s the big deal?
Anxiety is a crippling problem in modern society with the highest recorded complaints being 
a staggering 30% found within groups 18 to 29 years of age. The present day offers a myriad 
of complicated situations that often require alternative solutions that drastically differ from 
the problems and solutions of the world of yesterday. The world is changing rapidly with the 
introduction of new technology, lifestyle adaptations, and scientific discoveries. Young adults 
of today live in a socially connected world through social media platforms like Facebook, 
Twitter, and Instagram where their self-esteem revolves around social comments and seeing 
others succeed, and when they feel that they themselves are not as successful as their peers 
then it becomes an open avenue to depression and anxiousness. In the last decade alone there 
have been dramatic increases in shootings and lockdowns all across the United States, making 
many young adults very anxious and hyperaware of their surroundings which in turn puts the 
brain in a state of chronic fight or flight and therefore raising cortisol levels within the blood 
that can directly over time affect the heart, brain, immune system, and induce unpredictable 
panic attacks. Technological advances in smartphones and tablets have offered applications 
that have been claimed to help with problems like anxiety and depression; however, none 
have been geared towards helping calm down the mind when having panic attacks.
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Interviews & Questionaires
Being able to interview people who also suffered with anxiety and panic attacks like I do, 
broadened my understanding of how anxiety can be different for everyone. The answers 
that I received led to some specific points of information:

Don’t Panic! Panic attacks do not affect all anxiety sufferers

One Size Doesn’t Fit All Symptoms can come big or small - it depends on the person 
and their sensitivity.

Smile! Many sufferers have an affinity for warm and cool pastel tones - it makes them feel 
happy and peaceful.

Compare & Contrast Many Interviewees reported feeling jealousy or contempt at 
friends’ or celebrities’ weight loss journeys and successful careers on social media 
and reported feeling depressed or anxious about their current life situation.
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Interviews & Questionaires
Being able to interview people who also suffered with anxiety and panic attacks like I do, 
broadened my understanding of how anxiety can be different for everyone. The answers 
that I received led to some specific points of information:

Tech Savvy Interviewees reported spending an average total of 7-9 hours a day (daylight 
hours) on their phones and tablets - that’s a whopping 58 - 75% of their time.

Don’t Judge! Many anxiety victims often are fearful of being judged by family or friends 
and often feel Isolated.

Empty Wallets Many people young and old cannot afford medical costs for treatment 
and instead prefer hollistic treatment

We Love Stories Two thirds of the people I’ve interviewed have reported that the love stories 
and spend an avid amount of time reading (digitally and traditionally) each day.
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Why does anxiety even exist?
Survival of the Fittest Literally. Anxiety evolved as a defensive mechanism to ensure 
the survival in early humans. It directly effects the nervous system by flooding the body 
and brain with adrenaline, cortisol, and a series of other biochemicals.

“Oh, Mammoths!” Early hunters relied not only on being in peak physicality, but also 
that extra boost of adrenaline that increased strength and focus when hunting down prey 
larger than themselves. 

“Gone Are The Days...” Technology and living standards have rapidly progressed to 
eliminate most natural dangers and the need to hunt as food is readly available in bulk. It 
has evolved so rapidly in fact, that anxiety itself hasn’t had the chance to catch up. 

Danger Lurks Everywhere Anxiety manifests when the brain has a hard time 
distinguishing danger from safety. Think of it as being constantly in fight or flight mode, 
and it is hard to switch off. Every little thing could trick the brain into panic - no matter how 
trivial the situation may be. This makes it hard to relax even when the sufferer knows logically 
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Anxiety and the Modern Day
Mad, Mad World. The rates of shootings, murders, and lockdowns across the United States 
have created a pandemic of sorts. Many young adults and even younger teens are anxious to 
step outside their homes - never knowing if something will happen to themselves or their loved 
ones. These circumstances result in a chronic fight or flight mode which severly effects health in 
the long term as humans are not meant to constantly be in a panicked state of mind.

Social Butterflies Social Media has opened the door for communication and global unity, 
but it does not help self esteem in the slightest. Many users of platforms such as Facebook and 
Twitter have reported feelings of jealousy, depression, and suicidal thoughts when comparing 
themselves and their lives to the lifestyle, looks, and successful careers of peers and celebrities 
and anxiety when confronted with negativity, threats, and mean comments.

Bringing Healthy Back Smartphones and mobile apps have made a healthy lifestyle 
possible for all ages. Health apps have had a revolutionary impact in getting people active 
and aware of their health in the last decade - everything from fitness to mental health. Many 
have taken advantage of these apps due to the accessibility and personal nature they offer.
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Anxiety and the Modern Day
Natural Is Better Many people either cannot afford traditional treatment  or do not trust it, 
and instead they seek out alternative treatment because it is more affordable, natural, 
and personal.

Colorful Mind Color is a form of light energy that can directly impact the nervous system 
by changing the brain’s alpha waves and influence emotion through the nervous system. 
The meditative quality of color has been studied and it has shown a positive effect on calming 
panic attacks quicker than sound or other tactile methods. The color pink has even been used 
in maximum security prison cells to calm down highly aggressive inmates.

Storytime! Stories have transfixed and inspired human cultre and imagination for millenia, it 
is also the only medium that can be told through ways like music, oral traditions, writing, and 
even art. The oldest evidence of storytelling was found in Chauvet Cave in France with cave 
art depicting a volcanic event that happened over 35,000 years ago - complete with detailed 
animals and landscape. Storytelling is the oldest form of distractive meditation.
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Digital Media Expert
Yuumei is a digital illustrator based in beautiful southern 
California. Schooled in the foundations of drawing 
and painting at UC Berkley, Yuumei has over 10 
years in the illustration field. Once she had completed 
her degree, she sought to further her knowledge 
and delved into digital illustrative techniques. Her 
artwork features a mixture of surrealism and fantasy 
- often touching on controversial content and societal 
problems in colorfully fantastical compositions.
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Subject Matter Expert
Dr. Karen Hoving is a psychotherapist practicing in 
Aurora, Colorado. She has over 25 yeras in her field 
treating patients suffering from PTSD, traumas, abuse, 
anxiety, and depression. She is very empathetic 
and compassionate in her approach to treating her 
patients - often if a patient cannot physically talk 
about their situation, she employs an alternative 
means of depicting what happened through art. Art 
offers the mind a distracted meditative state that allows 
the mind to “unwind” and focus on one task. She also 
uses color palettes as an alternative for patients who 
begin to have panic attacks durng a session. Color 
has an instantaneous effect as it enters the brain 
through the ees and influences the nervous system.
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Synthesis
Anxiety is a large problem in young adults of today - in the last decade there has been 
an increase of violence and economic unrest that directly effects how young adults view 
and experience the world around themselves. Many young adults have a hard time 
affording medical treatment, or do not trust it at all - instead turning to hollistic treatment 
for its personal, natural, and more economic nature. Mobile apps offer a plethora of 
options to self treat multiple ailments and to take charge of fitness. There are also mobile 
apps that focus on helping to deal with general anxiety by means of daily journaling, 
breathing, and audio therapy to help people, but there are no apps that seem to help 
with panic attacks. At least, not in a direct way. Journaling, breathing, and sound can 
help when the brain isn’t in a panic - but the usage of therapy in color and story form 
would offer an almost instantaneous and engaging effect during a panic attack.
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